Type in your search and it will suggest possible other searches

Breakdown of a search result

Quick description

- **Google**
  - Enable users to search the Web, Usenet, and images. Features include PageRank, caching and translation of results, and an option to find similar pages.

Web address

See saved page

See other sites close to your search

Web

Images

Videos

Maps

News

Shopping

Gmail

Books

Finance

Translate

Scholar

Blogs

Realtime

YouTube

Calendar

Photos

Documents

Reader

Sites

Groups

even more »

Below are some of the most basic features Google has to offer. They are located at the top left of the

- **Web Search**
  - Search billions of web pages

- **Videos**
  - Search for videos on the web

- **News**
  - Search thousands of news stores

- **Google Mail**
  - Fast, searchable email with less spam

Spelling

When you do a search don’t worry about the spelling. If it is close Google will offer a suggestion. Just give it a click

- Did you mean: roboggon

Maps and Local searches

By typing in a local search like the one below it will bring up a bunch of choices. Click on any of the balloon like tacks to see it located on the map

Read reviews

If available see the place from the street.

See website and phone number

Get directions to and from For:
- Walking
- Bus or subway
- Car

Traffic

More...

Map

Satellite

Earth

Simple view

Bird’s Eye view

Detailed view

Find your location

Drag to use street view and drive around the map

Zoom in

Zoom out

The More section has a ton of choices from photos to live views and Wikipedia entries. Give them a try!

The More section has a ton of choices from photos to live views and Wikipedia entries. Give them a try!
Even More ways to search
For the most part type in what you see and it should work

Music, type in a band

They Might Be Giants
- Birdhouse In Your Soul - Flood - 2010 - 3:21
- Istanbul (Not Constantinople) - Flood - 2010 - 3:11
- Particle Man - Flood - 2010 - 2:00
- Your Racist Friend - Flood - 2010 - 2:54

More songs from Like A

Type define and the word

Patent Search
- Patent 5123123

Site Search – instead of looking through a website search through it for specific keywords "Site" followed by a colon enables you to restrict your search to a specific site.

 Example: 60's cars site:www.amazon.com

Type in zip code and the word weather

Weather for Walla Walla, WA
- 43°F 1°C
- Fri: Sunny
- Wind: S at 12 mph
- Humidity: 48%

Type in condition

Asthma
- Google Health
- Mayo Clinic
- Medline Plus
- WebMD

Type in zip code and the word Movies

Showtimes for Providence, RI 02906
- Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows - Part 1 - 2hr 30min - Rated PG-13
- SciFi/Fantasy/Action/Adventure/Drama - Trailer - Reviews: ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★
- The Tourist - 1hr 43min - Rated PG-13 - Drama/Suspense/Thriller/Thriller
- The Green Hornet - 2hr 10min - Rated PG-13
- SciFi/Fantasy/Action/Crime - Trailer - Reviews: ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★

Type in zip code and the word Calculator

Example: 6+2*2 or Half a cup in teaspoons

Calculator and conversions

Examples: 6+2*2 or Half a cup in teaspoons

Google products

Stuff to download